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The magnetic-curvature-driven interchange mode instability of a weakly inhomogeneous dusty
plasma is rigorously investigated. It is shown that the electric drift convection of the equilibrium
dust charge density is a stabilizing factor for long wavelength interchange modes. In a fully
nonlinear regime, the finite amplitude interchange modes may self-organize in the form of a dipolar
vortex. The present results should be useful in the understanding of the properties of the interchange
mode turbulence in nonuniform magnetized plasmas containing charged dust particles. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1640621#

I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic-curvature-driven interchange~flute! mode
is a low-frequency (v!vci) unstable oscillation of a non-
uniform magnetoplasma, which is driven by the combined
action of the plasma density gradient and the curvature of the
magnetic field line. The interchange mode instability origi-
nates from the difference between the curvature drift veloci-
ties of the electrons and ions, which in combination with a
density perturbation leads to charge separation. In the flute
limit ~i.e., ki50), electrons cannot cancel this charge sepa-
ration, leading to the development of an electric field perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field direction, that amplifies the ini-
tial perturbation which becomes linearly unstable.
Rosenbluthet al.1 showed that the diamagnetic drift effect
influences the flute instability and under certain condition
may lead to the plasma stabilization. The interchange insta-
bility tends to interchange ‘‘flux tubes’’ of different pressure
causing convective transport and is considered to be one of
the most dangerous instabilities in thermonuclear fusion ma-
chines and especially in the mirror machine. It is expected
that any additional factor which influence the difference be-
tween the perturbed drifts of electrons and ions over the flute
perturbations will considerably affect the plasma stability
~see, for example, Ref. 2!.

The nonlinear evolution of the convective flute instabil-
ity may give rise to the formation of a random set of solitary
two-dimensional dipolar vortices as shown in Ref. 3, which
propagate across the external magnetic field direction. These
vortex structures may enhance cross-field plasma particle
transport, similar to convective cells in neutral fluids. How-
ever, recent studies which have been focused on the genera-
tion of large-scale zonal flows by the interchange mode tur-
bulence~see, for example, Refs. 4–6!, show that such flows
may inhibit the radial transport in a magnetized electron–ion
plasma.

During the last decade, there has been a rapidly growing

interest in understanding the properties of low-frequency
electrostatic oscillations and their excitations in plasmas that
are contaminated by high-Z impurities or charged dust par-
ticulates. The presence of charged dust particulates gives rise
to new dust-associated electrostatic and electromagnetic
modes in magnetized dusty plasmas as shown in Ref. 7. The
latter are composed of electrons, ions, and highly charged
massive dust grains. Dust grains in plasmas are typically
charged negatively due to the collection of electrons from the
ambient plasma,8,9 but under UV radiation dust can also be
charged positively.10

For the case of a straight magnetic field line geometry,
Shukla and Varma in Ref. 11 showed that theE3B convec-
tion of the equilibrium dust charge number density leads to
the appearance of a dust convective cell mode@which is now
known as the Shukla–Varma~SV! mode# in a nonuniform
plasma, since here the divergence of theE3B particle flux is
finite. In a later work,12 the same authors studied the dusty
plasma dynamics in the presence of a gravity force and re-
ported that the dust gravity force may give rise to a
Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! type dust instability, while Birk in
Ref. 13 determined the onset criteria for the RT instability in
a configuration where a heavy partially ionized dusty plas-
mas is supported by a lighter one.

Previous investigations on the interchange mode insta-
bility in a dusty magnetoplasma14,15adopted the concept of a
real or effective ‘‘gravitational’’ field which drives the insta-
bility. This description may be suitable for the ion RT mode
in dusty plasmas but not for the magnetic-curvature-driven
interchange mode since it neglects the electron curvature ef-
fects which are of the same importance as that of ions for
Te;Ti ~see, for example, Ref. 16!. We may refer, for in-
stance, to Ref. 6, where the interchange instability is consid-
ered to be driven solely by the electron curvature drift.
Hence, the previous descriptions14,15have to be reconsidered
to account for the magnetic-curvature-driven interchange
~flute! instability in a systematic manner.

To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any
rigorous study of the interchange mode instability in nonuni-
form dusty magnetoplasmas driven by the intrinsic curvature
of the magnetic field configuration. Since the presence of
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charged dust particles introduces new wave modes~e.g., the
Shukla–Varma mode! in a nonuniform magnetoplasma, we
expect that it will also influence the growth rate and thresh-
old of the interchange mode instability. This consideration is
of particular interest to space17 as well as to magnetoinertial
and magnetically confined fusion plasmas where charged
dusty particulates are frequently encountered.18 Hence, a
complete knowledge of interchange mode turbulence and as-
sociated transport properties of a nonuniform dusty magne-
toplasma is of practical importance to both cosmic and labo-
ratory environments.

In the present paper, the electrostatic interchange mode
instability is studied by considering rigorously the magnetic
curvature-driven effects in the dynamics of both ions and
electrons. Furthermore, looking for linear and nonlinear
wave phenomena on a timescale much shorter than the dust
plasma and dust gyrofrequencies, we ignore the dynamics of
massive dust grains. However, since the presence of immo-
bile charged dust grains gives rise to a finite value of theE
3B particle flux in a nonuniform magnetoplasma, we expect
that it will also affect the interchange mode instability. Here,
E is the electric field perturbation andB represents the inho-
mogeneous external magnetic field.

The manuscript is organized in the following fashion. In
Sec. II, we derive a system of two coupled nonlinear equa-
tions which governs the dynamics of interchange modes in a
nonuniform dusty magnetoplasma. The linear instability of
these modes is examined in Sec. III. Possible stationary so-
lutions of the nonlinear equations are presented in Sec. IV.
We find that both the polarity and the speed of an inter-
change dipolar vortex are altered when charged dust compo-
nents are present in an electron–ion plasma that is nonuni-
form and magnetized. Section V contains conclusions and
discussion.

II. MODEL EQUATIONS

We consider a weakly inhomogeneous dusty plasma of
slab geometry immersed in an external curved magnetic field
B5B(x)b. The magnitudeB(x) and the direction of the
magnetic field can be written asB(x)5B0(12x/R) and b
5 ẑ2(z/R) x̂, respectively, whereR describes the effective
radius of curvature of the magnetic field lines.

At equilibrium, we have ni0(x)5ne0(x)
1eZd(x)nd0(x), wherenl0 is the unperturbed number den-
sity of the particle speciesl ( l equalsi for ions, e for elec-
trons, andd for dust grains!, e51 for negatively charged
dust, e521 for positively charged dust, andZd.0 is the
dust charge. The unperturbed profile of the charge density of
the j 5 i ,e plasma species is assumed to be of the form
nj 0(x)5nj 0 exp(2x/Lj), with the characteristic inhomogene-
ity scalelengthL j being smaller than the curvature radius
uL j u,R/2. In the following, we will consider for the ions
that Li.0, viz. ni8(x),0. The characteristic inhomogeneity
scalelength of the dust charge densityLd

5d ln@Zd(x)nd0(x)#/dx comprises both the dust charge and the
dust density inhomogeneities and can be given in terms of
the equilibrium plasma densities and inhomogeneity scale
lengths by

eZd~x!nd0~x!

Ld
5

ni0~x!

Li
2

ne0~x!

Le
. ~1!

Dust charging effects and temperature inhomogeneity will be
neglected.

To describe flute-like perturbations, we use the two-fluid
macroscopic equations for the electrons and ions, i.e.,

] tNj1¹•~NjV j !50, ~2!

and

mjNj~] t1V j•¹!V j5Njqj~E1V j3B!2¹Pj2¹•P j ,
~3!

with the scalar pressure given byPj5NjTj . In Eq. ~3! we
have assumed a collisionless magnetized plasma while the
viscosity tensorP j contains only gyroviscosity components.
In a strong magnetic field, the components of the tensor are
given by19

pxx52pyy52
1

2

Pj

vc j
Wxy

and

pxy5pyx5
1

4

Pj

vc j
~Wxx2Wyy!,

wherevc j5qjB/mj and the rate-of-strain tensor for the case
under consideration can be written in the form

Wab5
]Va

]xb
1

]Vb

]xa
.

However, in the limit of inertialess electrons the left-hand
side in Eq.~3! for j 5e is zero, andPe50. In what follows,
we consider a flute type (]z!¹') electrostatic perturbation
~i.e., E52¹'F) of a low-b plasma with the frequencyv
much smaller than the ion gyrofrequency, i.e.,v!vci . Here,
b is the ratio between the plasma kinetic energy and the
magnetic energy. By separating the velocity and density in
Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, into their equilibrium and perturbed parts,
viz., V j5vj 01vj , Nj5nj 01nj , we express the perpendicu-
lar component of the electron fluid velocity asV'e5VDe

1vE , where the diamagnetic and electric field drifts are,
respectively,

VD j5
b3¹Pj

qjNjB
5vD0 j1vD j ,

and

vE5
b3¹F

B
.

The perpendicular component of the ion fluid velocity is de-
termined using an iterative method based on the smallness of
the frequency of the perturbation with respect to the ion gy-
rofrequency, and is of the form

V' i5VDi1vE1vpi1vp i , ~4!

where the ion polarization drift is

vpi5
mib

eB
3S ]

]t
1V i•¹ DV i ,
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and the ion drift velocity due to the stress tensor reads

vp i5
b3¹•P i

qjNjB
.

Considering quasineutral perturbations (n5ne5ni), we ob-
tain from ¹•@n(vi2ve)#50 the following equation:

vg•¹n1ni0¹'•~vpi1vp i !1e¹•~nd0ZdvE!50. ~5!

The first term in Eq.~5! describes the difference between the
curvature drifts of ions and electrons, and is given by

vg•¹n5ni0¹•vDi2ne0¹•vDe5
Ti1Te

e S ¹3
b

BD •¹n.

~6!

This is the responsible term for the development of the in-
terchange instability and in various treatments, e.g., Ref. 15,
it is modelled by a gravitational drift term caused by a fic-
tional ‘‘gravity’’ force which is inserted in the fluid equation
of motion for the ions. However, since the curvature drift of
electrons can be of the same order as that of ions forTe

;Ti , we have included both of these effects in our consid-
eration.

In the second term of Eq.~5!, we can derive an analytic
expression for the perpendicular component of the ion fluid
velocity provided that the velocity componentsvpi , vp i can
be regarded as small corrections with respect tovE andVDi .
This is true for slowly varying perturbations~compared to
vci) with characteristic wavelength in the perpendicular di-
rection much shorter than the length scale of the background
quantities~WKB approximation! and much larger than the
ion Larmor radius~fluid approximation!. Hence, we evaluate
the convective nonlinear terms and the velocitiesvpi andvp i

to the leading order by settingV' i→VDi1vE , B→B0 and
b→ ẑ. In the limit of long wavelength perturbations, viz.,
r i

2¹'
2 !1, with r i

2¹'!Rv/vci the second term in Eq.~5!
can be written in the form

¹'•~vpi1vp i !5¹'H 1

vci
S ]

]t
1vE•¹ D @ ẑ3~vE1VD i !#J

52
1

vciB0
¹'•H ]¹'F

]t

1
Ti

eB0ni0
$Ni ,¹'F%1

1

B0
$F,¹'F%J ,

~7!

where$ f ,g%5 ẑ3¹ f •¹g denotes the Poisson bracket~or the
Jacobian!. As one can see the convective diamagnetic contri-
butions are exactly cancelled by the stress tensor contribu-
tion. This well known result is justified from the fact that
diamagnetic drift is not a particle drift and thus cannot trans-
fer any information by convection~see, for example, Ref.
16!.

The last term in Eq.~5! appears due to the presence of
charged dust particles in a nonuniform magnetoplasma, and
it describes the electric field convection of the equilibrium
charge density of the dust. It can be written in the form

e¹•~Zdnd0vE!5evE•¹~Zdnd0!1eZdnd0S ¹3
b

BD •¹F,

~8!

which includes both the dust charge density inhomogeneity
and the magnetic curvature effects.

Using the relation¹3b/B522/(B0R) ŷ, we substitute
~6! and ~7! into Eq. ~5! to obtain

1

vci
S ]

]t
2

Ti

eB0Li

]

]yD¹'
2 F1

2

R

T

e

]n

]y

1eZdnd0S 2

R
2

1

Ld
D ]F

]y

5
Ti

eB0ni0vci
div$¹'F,n%1

1

B0vci
$¹'

2 F,F%. ~9!

This equation combined with the electron continuity equa-
tion for an inhomogeneous plasma immersed in a curved
magnetic field

S ]

]t
1

2Te

B0Re

]

]yDn1
ne0

B0
S 1

Le
2

2

RD ]F

]y
5

1

B0
$n,F% ~10!

forms a closed system of equations. Here,T is the sum of the
electron and ion temperatures. The system of Eqs.~9! and
~10! generalizes for dusty plasmas the description of the in-
terchange mode instability3,4 including rigorously the mag-
netic field curvature effect. Through the next sections, we
normalize the electrostatic potential byTi /e, the length by
the ion Larmor radiusr i5vTi /vci , the time byvci , and the
densities~temperatures! with respect to the ion densityni0

~temperatureTi). However, we keep, for simplicity, the same
notations as before.

III. INTERCHANGE INSTABILITY IN DUSTY PLASMAS

Assuming small perturbations of the form (n,F)
;exp(2ivt1ik�"r ), we linearize the system of Eqs.~9! and
~10! by discarding the nonlinear terms in the right-hand side.
Fourier transforming the resultant equations and combining
them, we obtain a quadratic dispersion relation which has the
following normalized~by vci

21) solution:

v5 1
2 @vSVd1v* i1vDe

6A~vSVd1v* i2vDe!
224vSVevD#. ~11!

Here we have introduced the notations

v* i52
ky

Li
,0, vD j5

2kyTj

R
.0,

vSVl5
kyeZlnl0

k'
2 S 1

Ll
2

2

RD ,

for the normalized ion diamagnetic drift frequency, the cur-
vature drift frequency and a generalization of the Shukla–
Varma ~SV! frequency~with eZe51) in the presence of a
curved magnetic field, respectively. In the absence of curva-
ture effects~viz., R→`), Eq. ~11! gives a stable mode with
frequency given by the sum of the ion diamagnetic and SV
frequencies, i.e.,v5vSVd1v* i . Equation~11! recovers the
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well-known criterion for the interchange instability of an
electron–ion plasma when dust is absent (vSVd50, vSVe

Þ0) and when the ion diamagnetic drift dominates over the
electron curvature drift. However, in the presence of charged
dust grains and a curved magnetic field, Eq.~11! describes an
unstable dust interchange mode only when the electron den-
sity varies as the ion one, viz.,Le.0. In what follows, we
will consider that Le.0, noting that the inhomogeneity
scalelength of the charge density of the dustLd can acquire
both signs according to Eq.~1!.

Provided that the instability criterion holds, 2AvSVevD

>uvSVd1v* i2vDeu, the frequency of the dust interchange
mode will be given by half of the sum of the ion diamagnetic
drift, the electron curvature drift and the SV frequency.

The source of the interchange mode instability is the
difference in the curvature drifts of ions and electrons, which
in combination with a perturbation leads to a charge separa-
tion. In the flute limit, electrons cannot cancel this charge
separation, leading to the development of an electric field
perpendicular to the plane of the density gradient and mag-
netic field.

However, the electric field (E3B) convection of the
equilibrium dust charge density@cf. Eq. ~8!#, modifies essen-
tially the instability threshold, the frequency and the growth
rate of the interchange instability.

A rigorous analysis of the dispersion relation shows that
necessary condition for the development of the interchange
instability in dusty plasmas is

f d.2
4Tne0

R S 1

Le
2

2

RD S 1

Li
1

2Te

R D 21

, ~12!

where the parameteru f du,1 is defined through

f d5eZdnd0S 1

Ld
2

2

RD.
eZdnd0

Ld
.

In absence of dust grains we havef d50, otherwise we can
have both positive and negative values forf d depending on
the density profiles of the ions, electrons and the dust charge
density.

Provided that the inequality~12! holds, the fastest grow-
ing dust flute mode occurs for the perpendicular wave num-
ber

k'max
4 5 f d

2S 1

Li
1

2Te

R D 22

, ~13!

and has~maximum! growth rate

gmax
2 5sin2 uF2T~12eZdnd0!

R S 1

Le
2

2

RD
2

u f du2 f d

2 S 1

Li
1

2Te

R D G . ~14!

Here, u denotes the propagation angle with respect to the
x-axis of the plasma inhomogeneity. It is also interesting to
note here that the real part of the frequency of the most
unstable interchange mode isvmax5vDe(k'max) in dusty plas-
mas with f d.0 andvmax5v* i(k'max) in dusty plasmas with
f d,0.

The spectra of unstable convective flute modes in a
dusty magnetoplasma are now given byk'2,k',k'1 ,
where

k'6
2 5k'0

2 S 16A12
k'max

4

k'0
4 D , ~15!

and

k'0
2 5F4Tne0

R S 1

Le
2

2

RD1 f dS 1

Li
1

2Te

R D G S 1

Li
1

2Te

R D 22

.

~16!

Contrary to the electron–ion plasma case wherek'250, the
presence of~negative or positive! charged dust particles
leads to the suppression of interchange modes with large
wavelength,k',k'2 . The width of the spectra, defined
here byDk'

2 [k'1
2 2k'2

2 is given by

Dk'
2 5

8Tne0

R S 1

Le
2

2

RD S 1

Li
1

2Te

R D 22

3A11
f d

2

R

Tne0
S 1

Le
2

2

RD S 1

Li
1

2Te

R D 21

, ~17!

and it is expected to be wider in the presence of positive dust
grains since it is proportional to the electron densityne0

512eZdnd0 .
In Fig. 1, we plot the normalized growth rate~upper

panel! and the real frequency~lower panel! of the inter-
change mode vs the normalizedk' for different sign of the
dust charge density but for equal inhomogeneity scale
lengths. We see that the presence of charged dust suppresses
completely the long wavelength modes withk'<k'2 , lead-
ing to the appearance of a finite critical valuek'max which
corresponds to the wave number of the most unstable flute
mode. When the charge inhomogeneity scale lengthsLl ’s of
all the plasma species are equal, the growth rate and the
width of the spectra of unstable interchange modes is higher
in presence of positive dust grains (e521) compared to
that in presence of negative dust grains (e51).

In the upper panel of Fig. 2, we present the normalized
growth rate vs the normalizedk' for different values of
negative dust charge density by keeping the same inhomoge-
neity scale length for all the species. However, in the lower
panel of the same figure we plot the normalized growth rate
by keeping fixed the ion inhomogeneity scale length and
choosing various combination for the dust charge density and
the rest inhomogeneity scale sizes which satisfy Eq.~1!. As it
was expected from Eqs.~13!–~16!, the growth rate and the
spectra of unstable interchange modes depend significantly
on the density profiles of the plasma species and the dust
charge.

IV. INTERCHANGE DIPOLAR VORTICES

The nonlinear terms in the left-hand side of Eqs.~9! and
~10! are expected to convert the dust-interchange perturba-
tions into an array of localized vortices which flows across
the magnetic field in a similar way as in an electron–ion
plasma.3 In what follows, we consider without loss of gen-
erality thatR@uL j u. Seeking for a steady state solution of the
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above system of nonlinear equations which describes a per-
turbation travelling across the magnetic field, we consider
solutions of the formF(x,y,t)5F(x,y8) and n(x,y,t)
5n(x,y8). Here,y85y2Ut andU (5constant) is the vor-
tex translational speed. Furthermore, employing a polar co-
ordinate system with@r 5Ax21y82, u5tan21(y8/x)#, and
working in an analogy with Ref. 3, we divide thex–y8 plane
into an inner (r<r 0) and an outer region (r>r 0). Assuming
a linear relation betweenn and F we obtain n
5(ne0 /U8Le)(122Le /R)F, whereU85U22Te /R, from
the normalized form of Eq.~9!, which allows us to rewrite
the vorticity Eq.~8! in a compact form. We then seek for a
solutionF which is continuous atr 5r 0 up to second order
derivative and vanish at infinity. Following standard
procedures,20–22 we then obtain the dipolar vortex solution

F I~r ,u!52
s2

p2

J1~pr !

J1~pr0!
vr 0 cosu

1S 11
s2

p2D vr cosu for r<r 0 ,

FO~r ,u!5
K1~sr!

K1~sr0!
vr 0 cosu for r>r 0 ~18!

for the inner and outer regions, respectively. Here,Jm(pr)
andKm(sr) are the Bessel and Hankel functions of themth
order. The vortex solution is finite and smooth through the
(x,y8) plane, and describes a pair of vortices with opposite
polarity propagating with speedU along theŷ direction. Us-
ing Eq.~1!, we find that the condition for the existence of the
dipolar vortex solution can be written in the form

s25F 2T

RU8 S 1

Li
2 f dD2 f dG S U1

1

Li
D 21

.0, ~19!

where the rest of the parameters are determined by

v5S U1
1

Li
D F11

1

U8 S 1

Li
2 f dD G21

and
J2~pr0!

J1~pr0!
52

p

s

K2~sr0!

K1~sr0!
. ~20!

An analysis of Eq.~19! reveals thatU is restricted by the
following intervals:

FIG. 1. The normalized growth rate~upper panel! and normalized frequency
~lower panel! of the flute unstable mode vs the normalized perpendicular
wave number for different dust charge densities:~a! eZdnd050 ~solid line!,
~b! eZdnd050.3, negative charged dust~dashed line!, and ~c! eZdnd0

520.3, positive charged dust~dotted line!. The other parameters are kept
fixed: Te510, R5100, Ll530, andu5p/2. All normalizations are ex-
plained in the text.

FIG. 2. The normalized growth rate of the flute unstable mode vs the nor-
malized perpendicular wave number.~i! For different dust charge densities
and fixed Ld530 ~upper panel!; ~a! eZdnd050 ~solid line!, ~b! eZdnd0

50.3 ~dashed line!, and ~c! eZdnd050.6 ~dotted line!. ~ii ! For different
charge inhomogeneity scale lengths~lower panel!; ~d! eZdnd050.2, Ld

5Le530 ~solid line!, ~e! eZdnd050.2, Ld5242, Le521 ~dashed line!, ~f!
eZdnd0520.2, Ld58.4, Le521 ~dotted line!. The other parameters are
kept fixed:Te510, R5100, Li530, andu5p/2. All normalizations are
explained in the text.
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U,2
1

Li
or

minH 2Te

R
,

2T

RLi f d
2

2

RJ
,U,maxH 2Te

R
,

2T

RLi f d
2

2

RJ ~21!

in dusty plasmas withf d>0 and within

U.
2Te

R

or minH 2
1

Li
,2

2T

RLi u f du
2

2

RJ
,U,maxH 2

1

Li
,2

2T

RLi u f du
2

2

RJ ~22!

in dusty plasmas withf d,0.
An inspection of the above inequalities shows that the

single inequalities in the left-hand side of Eqs.~21! and~22!
are outside the interval of the phase velocities of the linear
modes propagating in they direction. In contrary, the double
inequalities in the right-hand side of Eqs.~21! and~22! are in
the neighborhood of the fastest growing interchange mode
and always inside the phase velocities interval of the linear
modes. Thus, we have to discard the velocity intervals in the
right-hand side of Eqs.~21! and ~22!, since any stationary
vortex structure propagating in these intervals will be oscil-
lating and contradict to the solution given by Eq.~18!.

In conclusion, the interchange mode dipolar vortex in
dusty plasmas propagates in the opposite direction to the
phase velocity of the most unstable interchange mode with
velocity bounded byU,21/Li in dusty plasmas withf d

>0 andU.2Te /R in dusty plasmas withf d,0.
Finally, we note that Eqs.~8! and ~9! may also admit a

vortex chain solution.23

V. CONCLUSIONS

The interchange flute mode instability of a nonuniform
dusty magnetoplasma has been investigated by considering
rigorously the curvature driven effects in the dynamics of
both the electrons and ions. It has been found that the electric
drift convection of the equilibrium inhomogeneous dust
charge density stabilizes the long wavelength interchange
modes, leading to the appearance of a maximally growing
dust flute mode of finite wavelength. The instability thresh-
old and the spectrum of the interchange modes depend on the

dust charge and on the density profiles of the plasma species.
The nonlinear evolution of the convective dust-flute instabil-
ity may lead to the formation of a dipolar vortex whose
properties are different from those in an electron–ion plasma
without dust. The present results should help to understand
the properties of low-frequency interchange mode turbulence
and associated coherent structures in cosmic and laboratory
dusty plasmas containing nonuniform magnetic fields and
equilibrium density inhomogeneities.
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